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it should be obvious that matchpoint: tennis championships is strictly for sim players, since it isnt
really a game in the true sense of the word. unlike a tennis game or a simulation, matchpoint doesn't
actually have you create any sort of character to inhabit. you are simply a tennis player moving back

and forth on a field in chronological order, with a static on-screen dot chart that lets you see when
you hit winners, fail to hit winners, and so on. if you want a game that gives you the opportunity to

create a career or a character, matchpoint: tennis championship with a slightly more generous list of
features might be what you want. the presentation of the game at e3 2019 was certainly polished
with the game looking great, but the game does have the feel of an older, rougher model of the

game. control was sub-par and the game can be hard to focus on, especially when the opponent is
slow with shots (often the case on easy and intermediate levels). the game also comes to you on a

singular disc and requires a disc drive for use, although being xbox one and not xbox play anywhere
means you can carry the game from one console to another. this isn't a deal-breaker for a tennis

simulation, but we like to have some extra options and flexibility when it comes to playing our
games. the game does offer variety in the presentation however, with the ability to fully customize

players like sybille bammer, see what outfits they wore, and even see more of the animated
cutscenes of their matches in the youtube menu. you can also browse their career or save a game

and compare it with others too.
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